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INTROD TION 
The determination of' the time behavior of the reactor 
system is an import nt pnrt of any nucle r reactor d sign 
study, Information on how the reactor r sponds to step, ramp 
and sinusoidal inputs or reactivity 1s useful to the ontrol 
system designer and in the formulation of tho hazards r port 
of th proposed system. 
Tbes responses are usually determined by solving th · 
time depend nt neutron d1tfusion equation which 1s derived 
'by assuming that th r actor can b treated s black box 
having an average neutron density, a neutron lifetime, and a 
reactivity 0gK. A system or seven differential equations 
ust be solved, one equ tion tor the neutron flux and six 
equations for the delayed neutron precursors. A reactor 
simulator or an analog comput .-r is a convenient device for 
solving these d1fferent1 1 equations for var1cus v lues of 
the reactor parameters which effect the time behavior cf the 
system. It is usually assumed that the sp tial variation of 
the neutron flux in th reactor cor does not eff ct the 
kinetic response ot the system. As pointed out by Schultz 
(29,., P• 29), the one-point black box treatment yields kin tie 
answers, which for most systems, are consistent with experi-
mental aceuraey. 
For some reactors however, the assumption that the flux 
distribution in the core does not eff eet the tim behavior 
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or the reactor is not valid. Reactor cores which consist ot 
distinet multiplyin~ or fuel bearin~ ~egions separated by a 
moderating material give r1se to tho ease in which the effect 
of the shape of the neutron flux distribution on the tim 
behavior of the system must be eonsidered. This means that 
the position and time variables nre inseparable. The degree 
or inseparability would depend upon the spacing distances 
between multiplying reg1c:>ns and also upon the type of moderat ... 
ing material placed between the regions. As pointed out by 
Henry and Curl e (16) tho degree of nonsf.lparab1lity d pends 
on the neutron cross sections and diffusion coeffir-ients 
throughout tho reactor and especially on the thickness of 
th moderatin?. region. Large separation distances correspond 
to large degrees of nonseparab111ty of the variables . 
Several existing reactor systems have cores similar to 
that described 1n the previous paragraph (2 1 23) . The UTR-10 
reactor has a core which consists of two sep rate fuel bear-
ing regions separated by approximately 46 centimeters ot 
graphite. Tb migration length or neutrons in graphit is 
approximately 54 centimeters, and consequently it w s assumed 
that this system would be one in which the spatial and tfme 
variations of n utron tlux could not be assumed to be 
separable. 
Xhe purpose or this investigation was to study the 
kinetic response or th trl'R·H{ reactor tc v r1ou.s input 
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d1sturbanoes of reactivity. Tho reaotor kinetic equations 
were derived assuming that space and t1mo variations or 
neutron tlux are inseparable . These equations were then 
solved, with the id of an analog computer, for step , ramp1 
and sinusoidal variations of reactivity. 
The DTR-10 was chosen for this $tudy for several reasons . 
It was planned that the results or this investigation could 
be used as an nid in planning future experiments with the 
UTR-l.O reactor at Iowa State Univer!!ity. Also , values for 
constants whieh appear in the reactor kinetic equations were 
available for th1s system. It was hoped that this work would 
also provide information on the effects or the 1ns~parab111ty 
of space and time v riation or neutron flux on eontrol rod 
calibration. The effects of a reactivity oscillato~ placed 
in the central stringer in the graphite between co~e tanks 
was also studied, 
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LlTEHATURE SURVEY 
Since the primary objective of this investigation was 
to study the kinet1o behavior of n reactor ror ~arious types 
of reeet1vity disturbances using an anslog computtir, the 
purpos of the literature aEtarch was to review i-1ork performed 
by other investigators on reactor kinetics probl-0m similar 
to that considered ht:tre. Coincidental with this, there was 
also an interest in the us or analog computers tor solving 
the time depend.ant reactor equations and uses of computers 
as reactor simulators. 
General Kinetics Equations 
The development of the reactor ldnet1c equations normal.-
ly used in time behavior studios is presented 1n (9, 10, 13, 
1?, 19, and 24) . In all or these references the reactor 
kinetic equations are derived assuming that space nd time 
variables ai:e separable. The resultant equations consi.st of 
one .first o:rdor differential ectuation which describes the 
variation of neutron density or flux with t1me, and six tirst 
order equ tions which describe the t1mo variations or the six 
delayed neutron preaul"sor concent:rat1on$. These equations 
may have constant coert1c1ents (for a step input of reaetivity) 
or the constants may be functions or time Cramp or sinusoid l 
input). 
In most of the examples considered in these rof GJ>rences 
it was ssumed that the six delayed neutron groups co ld be 
combined into one ~roup havin the wei hted properties of the 
six groups . Keepin and Wimett (21) present the latost delayed 
neutron data tor most of th fissionable nuc11des. 
Nonseparablo Space nd Time Variations of lieutron Flux 
Henry and Curle (16). presented a method !'or calculating 
the detailed kinetic respon e of reactor during tr nsient 
when the space and tim variabl s are not eparable . A r -
aetor modal consisting of tw slab regions containin eoolant 
water and uranium b a:r1ng fuel plates and se arated by pure 
oderator w s used to illustr te the mothod. The v r1at1on 
or the neutron 1 vel with time in each re ion ro lowing a 
~o·F drop in the inlet temperatur~ to one or the slabs v s 
eonsidered. It w s shown th, t semi ... indep<::>nd nt tim be-
havior was possible with different variations in rolati ve 
neutron level in each slab. 
Baldwin (4} investigated th k1net1es of the two core 
configuration of the Argonaut reactor. In this reactor two 
subcri t1cal slabs two teat apart are immersed in a large 
raphite refleetor. The system achieves er1t1ca11ty by the 
small inter ct1on e chan or neutrons between the sl bs. 
The kinetic equations were derived by writing a s'"'parat d1f· 
fusion equation for each region and includin<t a coupling 
1ntera tion term for eaeh region. The analysis accounted for 
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th f ct tha the rat1 o flux s !nth~ two sl bs en differ 
re unity but tho stabl ro cto~ r1od 1 th e for both 
lbs. Foil tivMtions h ve shc,n that th r t1o or r we 
evels in bG two l bs v r1os from unity t t o d to flux 
tilting cros th or reg1o s. 
Th r l. tionsh1p betw en th· t le rea tr per1o1 nd 
tlux l .vel r t1os for var!o s eixeos r. e·1v1t1 sore h 
r gion v s pre ent d. T erteet of flux ti ting en rod 
e 11 ration w d1 C SS \. and it w ho eon tr 1 
rod worth as d tcrminod usin 1nhcur equ 103 n 1n r or 
for the two sl b syst • Th tr an er fun t1ona tor 0 
oor r tor systc lso d riv • 
ct r 'l'r nsf r ct1on 
s o1nted out in st t xt on the t bility or dy c 
sy tem (8 a d 28 for E~mplc), knowl dge of the steady 
st t respons of sy tem te sinusoid l 1n ut n b used 
to study the oh r teristics or the tr n 1 nt r spons o th 
system.. 1'h · phas nd mpl1 tud relatio·nsh1p b twe n in ut 
an output va~1 bl s s a run tion of rrequ n y eribod 
by the transf r function for ·h sy•t~ with j u.> b itut 
ror th Laplae operator. 
Harr r .f!1 • (1$) have shewn experim n lly t t the 
eoncept or a transfer fu..~etio for re ctor is v 11 • Th 
th oreti 1 nd rimental trequ ncy r on or the ... 2 
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rGa ~or has been comp r ed nd good agreement was reported. 
Th oxpression for the tr n for function for sin 1 
core r~ ctor has been derived by Frenz (11). The transf · r 
function for a reactor relates th output (neutron ~ens1ty 
or flux) to 1.nput b"~~et1v1ty) . The reactor transfer function 
can be obt'.lined by oscilla.t111 a eontrol rod in a sinusoidal 
fashion or by using a reactivity oscillator. G~itfin and 
Lundholm (14) described the u e ot reactor esc111 tors in the 
$.dE and ~I\ r13 reactors. Baldwin ll• {)) discussed an 
oscillator used :or measuring tho transfer :t'un.otion of the 
Argonaut reactor .• 
Akcasu (1) has discussed a m thod of solving the r eac-
tor kinetic equations for sinusoidal variations in re ct1v1ty 
ror large power exc:us10:1s . 
Analog Comput~rs 
The use of analog computers to study t1me behaviors of 
dynamic systems has r un.d wide us in t1ma de .,en.dent reactor 
studies (3, 6, 18 , 20 and 25'). A general discussion of 
analog computers is given by Korn and Korn (22) . Reactor 
simulators are discussed by Schultz (29). Pagels (27) 
deser!bed a portabl~ electronic rea~tor simulator nd O'M ra 
(26) d1seussed reactor simulators. Braffort (?} discuss d 
results obtained tro an analog eomputer study of e. r ctor. 
Franz and Alliston (12) deser!b .d a reactor s1mul tor 
oonsi9ting of an analog computer w!:i1ch was used to train re-
actor operators fer the PWH reactor. With this system 1t was 
possible tj simulate the following: 
1. M!nual reactor startup .. 
2. utomat1c an:l manual control rod adjustment. 
3. Xenon transients. 
4. Other ope~ations associated ~1th the power pl nt . 
t 
Many more references on the usa or analoc computers in 
reactor studies could be included , but it is folt that those 
listed above s~rve to 1nd1ate . the1mportancfl of these devices 
in the field of Nuclear Engineering. 
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DEVr tOPMt:!iT OF THE MOD!l?IED :u: C'!On :nN 'TIC EQUATIONS 
The reactor kinetic equation.a for the UTR-10 rea~tor are 
derived 1n this section. Tbe core of the UTR-10 consists of 
two multiplying regions which are cooled and moderated by 
we:. t e:r and st!parated by appro::dmately l+6 centimeters of 
graphite. Since this spacing is of the order 0£ the ld.gration 
length for neutrona in graphite it was assumed that there . 
exists the possibility for semi-independent behavior or each 
region. By semi~independent b~bavior is meant that the 
average neutron flux level in one region ean be ditf~rent 
t han the average neutron flux level in the other region dur1n 
equilibrium or transient conditions. The flux distribution 
across the overall core cnn be tilted as illustrated in Figure 
l. Since tha kinetic response or the overall t'eactor system 
to var1cus types of roaetivity inputs depends upon how this 
flux is tilted, the time variation of the neutrcn level 
dopends upon the spatial dist:ri bu·tion of the n0utron flux 
across the core. Therefore, if kinetie equations which are 
derived by assuming that the spatial dist~1but1on of the 
neutron flux does not effect the time behavior of the !lyetem 
are usod, the :rasul ts may be erronc-ous . 
For purposes or nnalys1a it vas assumed that the two 
separate .fuel regions of the r~aetor core could be treated 
as individual :reactor cores with reactivity eoup11ng between 
cores. :~.ach rcg1cn would bo subcri ti cal if 1 t existed alone, 
NEUTRON 
CORE 
RE GI 0 N 
ONE 
. OD ER AT OR 
CORE 
REGION 
T W 0 
PROF I 
Fi gure l. Flux tilting across the react or core 
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but th ·oupling etr t of the ther region allows the '1 tem 
or ~o 1 bs to b~ er1t1cal or su orcrit1 Each or 
region w s trea tE>d s bl ck box hav:tne n ind1v1o ~ r .... 
ctiVi 1 nd veraa~ n~utron ensity. lt va SUXD th t 
th sp ti l dist ib t1on or n tr n flux within sl b id 
not effect th behavior o! that region.. The r activity 
coupling ~r.r~et is d to the interaction ¢:.x. nge of ne tron 
be·ween t e two r ions and 1t w ssu.mcd hat t.e eoupli 
ff of re ion 2 01 r gion 1 1 roportion to h 
n·utron flux in .rQgicn 2 and th ffoet of r ion on 2 is 
proportional to th .raae flux 1n region l . This man 
.hat the shap ·. or he n utron l diatrib t1on acros b 
two r ·ions would ef '·ct tho tim behavior cf the r 
It w s sti .ad that a time dependent n utron 1 e eq ... 
t1on or th term 
wh r 
n - v ·rag n utron density 1n 
n utrons/ m3 
e r ion, 
cS rt = tt•l 
..R. = n tron 11 tim in a t1n1 to medium, s 
.f3 = tot 1 delafed n utrcn tr t1on 
A 1 c: d cay cc n t n t f'or 1th r¢t'l,p of d el y~d n utron 
... 1 pr ur or , e 
1.2 
c1 :;: concentration of ith group of del y d neutron pr .... 
cursors, pr cursors/em3 
f (n) = coupling effect• function of other eor region 
could be applied to ch or th fuel regions of the re ctor 
core. differential equation of this form, v1th the xcep-
tion or the coupling term, ts normally used to describe tho 
kinetic beha 1or or a a1ngl6 rogion reactor (9, 19, 29) . 
th diff or ntial equation for th delayed n utron precursor 
eoncentr tion in each lab was ss ed to be 
(2) 
As ntioncd previously th re etivity coupling rrect 
on on sl b as ssumed to b pr portional tc th v r g 
neutron flux in the opposite slab. Since ome d lay time is 
required b tore a ch nge in n utron den ity in one cor 1 
reflected in the heh vior of the opposit re ion, th c pl1ng 
1ff ect w s ssumed to be proportional tc the n utron lev 1 
at a time ( t - ) > previous!":/• The symbol T r pr s nts the 
del y ti a . . It w111 b shc...w l ter that !or the eondi tions 
con~1der d tor this investigation this delay time is n ~11· 
g1ble, but t :r generality th· eqU tions Will bff deriv d with 
the 1 time included. The eoupl1n · function betw er1 or s 
w s assumed to b 
(3) 
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~"2(t . ')) =aver · n utron density in opposit slab 
time (t - "))previously, neut on /cm 
0( = cou~lin co fficient 
~ ~ ncutr~n 11.etime, sac. 
Th ccuplin coaffici nt, OI , c n b thought ot n equiv -
lent reactivity since it 1 d t rrr1ned in terms or n qu1v -
1 cnt 5 ;.~ or a rog1cm. l h m thod used for det r 1n1n 1 the 
numerical valuo of o( will b discu ~~d in a 1 t r section. 
~ho mcd1!1ad reactor in~t1o equation or region on 
bocor.ae 
~ (' n l ~~ J->- cr2 dt = ( o K>1 C\ - + L- 1°1 + . (t - T>· 
"""' 1=1 
( ) 
It 'las a tnnPd th t Jl , /\1 , .(3 and O< vera the s e for ach 
eor • Th , ation or r gion two i identical to F,qu tion 
with the "'Ubscript interchan"'ed . Fi re 2 pres nts a sk tch 
of the r(;loetor mo e UsE!d in this d velop nt. 
An expression for n(t - 'Ji v~s d~r1v d ollow • It 
w s s urned th t the v r1 t1on in neutron lev 1 wit time 1s 
as sl o •n 1n i ure 3 and n( t ... ')) eXp nded in s rie , th 
f1r.,t two torms b ing 
n(t - )') = n(t) - i£ 1' . (5') 
In Figure 3, n(t) 1s ·h ne tron density at time t, n(t ~ 'f ) 
is th neutron dens1 ty t t1 ( t - )'), and dn/d 1!3 the rat 
of ch.an e er neutron density with tim which s 
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CORE Q'n,( t-r} CORE 
REG ION Jl REGION 
ONE TWO 
n, n2 
[ $l. 
c:Sk, 6k2 
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Fi gure 2. Reactor model 
Figure 3. 
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Assumed time variation of the neutron density 
used in deriving Equation 5 
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b constant over the time inter al ~ • It will be she n latP.r 
,...,.... -4 that > is of th oi~der cf 1 s -e.~onds, therefor ~1 her 
orde1· terms in quat1on 5 should be un1 or nt. 
Sub ti tuticn of F4uati n 5 int · Equation 4 yields th 
fin 1 modified re ctor {fnetic equaticns ror t. two re,ion 
~h differenti l quat1ons for th d 1 yed neutron pr cursor 
for th two re ions are 
(8) 
and 
(9) 
Th inseparability of paca and timg var1 tions or 
n utron flux is ev1d nt by the 1nelus1on or the t rms in 
'qu tions 6 and 7 which d p nds on the n utron flux sha e 
cross th re ctor. 
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P lOGrtA 'CT?ff KI irTIC QtT TlO"iS FOR USF-
ON THE ANALOG COMPUTFJl 
The dntails of th~ sealing of the r actor .inetie equa ... 
tioris tor solution on the nalog compttter r pre f'...nted in 
this section. The g(>nern~ m. thods us~c in set tin~ ur the-
probletm on the computer and acme of the probl mo ncount red 
are ulso cu~l1ncd. 
Sc ling of Equation 
For purposes of this work 1t was assumed that ho d layed 
neutron... could b combined into one group having n aver g 
decay eonstant, )\ , and tot 1 fractional yi ld, f! . Then 
c1 become~ c, the concentration or 1 of the pre u~sors . 
With tb1s assumption, F..quations 6 and become 
(10) 
(11) 
With t'11s sa e substition EquatioM 1 end 9 become identic 1 
to 1:.quations 10 and 11 with subscripts reversed. The values 
of ~ , f> and ")'. used in this study wer~ 
n tt ... 4 
..I(. ~ 1·3~ ~ 10 sec 
p = 0.006)0 
and ~ =- o.oaoo 
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The value or /j usod v s that 1.ven by K pin nd W1m t (21). 
Th thod of scaling u followed ·h rocedur r -
ented b;y• Korn and Kor.n ( ">2) . In this thod th dep nd nt 
variables app !lr1ng in th di ff· r ntial eqmtttions r r~ r1 t -
t · n in ter s of machin u its , on mac 1ne unit b 1 00 
ol • The relationships betw ·n ma hine units and th 
tu l d p nd nt vari bl s r 
N = n n 
C IC C 
vher eap1t l lot rs repr.s nt th 
(12) 
(13) 
chin var1 bl s and th 
s- 11 1 tters r present the actual dep ndent variabl s . Th 
se l t ctors an and are fo~nd by d1v1d1 the ximum 
n ber of maehine uni ts e:xpP.o \.Od from an mpl1f1 ::r by th 
maximum: eXpect ~ v 1 es of n or- c . S nee the . axi volt ge 
output fro n mpl1f1 .r 1s 1.00 vol ts or on me ehine it, 
n a c ar- give)l by 
a = -1. ( l•) 
n aximum 
= ...l. • (15') 
cmax1 um 
or this ork th maximum valu ot n w found by ssuming 
that th 1 um ve ... nf.1.utron tl U.'"< 1n a ,_.e r gion would 
be 2. 20 x l011nv. Using thermal neutron v lo ity of 
2. 20 x 105crn/s t the Xi.mum v lu . of n wa 
- f _ i · 2 J 1911 ~"'.,.,...~ - V - 2. 2 lOfJ . (16) 
19 
- 106 neutrom, ~ 3 • 
em 
Xhe maxi um value o! c, th d layed neutron precur or 
coneentr tion, was det _,rmined fro fquat1on 11 eonsidering 
equilibrium condition • Sub tttuting numerical values tor 
Q, ~ and )\ into .qu tion 11 nd settinir; de/dt = o, th 
value of c w s 
..., -f n :: \ Oa 006jO ln . 
0 -o (1. 3; x 10'""1+)(0. 0800> 
600n • ( 7) 
'ubst1tution of the l?laximum v lue of n from 1quation 16 into 
this expr s ion ror c ~ .v 
e . = 6.oo x io8 l?rta.m.i~Jlior1 • 
Wlxitnum. em 
The ccale factors an nd a 0 were therefore 
n=~ 
nd 
- ...l- a e - 6.00 x 10 • 
The r .1 t1onsh1ps between the real independ nt v riables nd 
machine v r1 bles were 
n = io6 ff (1 ) 
and 
c - 6.oo x io8 c • (19) 
Th la tim , ')', which repre ents the time reQuired for 
a ~h n in the n utron flux in one slab to be reflect 1n 
/ 
20 
the kinetic b~:hav1or or tho oppo i tc re ion w s 1\1 um d, as 
by Baldwin (l ), to be qual to ths ti~~ requ1r d ror nnal 
n utron to tr verse the eparution d1stnne between slab • 
!hiw di tance in the UTR ... 10 is approximately 18 1nehe • 
Therefor , ... or t.t therm 1 n utrc>11 v loeity or 2 .20 x 105cm/s c, 
the value of T is 
a '18.0)(2·~) = 2.10 x 10-~sec • 
2 . 20 x 10 
It would probably be more n.arly eorreet to assUille th t 
the 1 t1mo 1 '\ , corre ponds to the t1me ~ q ired for 
neutron w ve to t.ravr..l the separation distance betw en ores. 
Uhri 1 has shm1m that fol' the rrequcmcies or inter st this 
time is approximately ten times the value ealeulated u ing 
the ve-:-oc1ty of thermal neutrons . In eithor ca e t is d 1 y 
time is signi!'ic nt only for very ho:rt re t>tor periods. 
Equations 10 nd ll wer rewritten inters of c.in 
ve:riabl s. Sub ti tut1on or the values of ~ , Jl , 'A na T 
resulted in the following equations: 
~.Nl · 3 dt = 7. o x io <o K)r 1 • 48.1N1 + i a .. oc1 
3 ot dN~ 
+ 7. 40 x 10 0( 1'12 ... l. 55 ' d t (20) 
(21) 
1Uhr1g, Robert e., Anes, low • Evalunti n of su e:ritic l 
a s mbly araeter1st1cs r:rom neutron wave eh r ct r1 ti s. 
Private cc unieation. 1960. 
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.hes equations are 1n terms cf r~~l time, that is, no t1Q 
scaling w.,.$ used. 
It was tcund that thEi term containing the lag time, T , 
could be neglected when compared w1th the other terms in 
Equation 20. This can be demonstrated by cons1der1n the 
magn tude of the la:st term in Zquation 20 when th r actor 
period is ten soeonds and N1 is equal to on machine unit . 
It was felt that a period ot ten seconds wculd be the smallest 
period that wculd be or interest in this work. nd a value or 
~ •1 of one machine unit 1s the maxi um output frcm an am 11fier. 
:?he reactor p r1c.d as defined by Schultz (29) is 
P~riod r;: ~ 
dt 
(22) 
therefore dn/dt for these conditions becomes 
S1nee o( in all ease considered is or the sam order ot a -
nitud a$ 8 K, it can be seon by ec,mparing t(lrms 1n L.QUat1ons 
20 that the term conta:l.ning r 1s much smallor thnn any 
other. The last tern was the:r()fore dropped f:ro:m the equa-
tions. 
The equations which wero solved on th analog comput r 
w0re 
d!l1 3 . . ,. 
dt ~ 7. 40xl0 (¢ . )1u1 ... 48.1M1+·8.0t\+7.L.Ox10 ;2 (23) 
::2 = 7. 4ox103 (c5K)2li2-48.1N2+48. oo2+7. 4oxl03q .N1 (24) 
22 
dC ~::: 0.0803H1 .... 0 .080CC1 (25) 
dC2 dt = o.oao3N2 • o.oeooc2 • (26) 
Step Inputs of Re ct1vi ty 
The response or th system t step inputs or reactivity 
w s th first eas st died. Th ..... o k wa · perfor ed tor 
rcHge or value$ ot 8 K ror each region and for several v lues 
of 0( • he values of Ct' and the r nge of v l ues of re et1 vi ty 
fore ch re·ion used 1n e ch run :re listed in T bl l · 
'!able l. Values of parameters used in stop 1nt>ut study 
Run des- Coup11n Rang ot (8 K)1 R ngo of (8 102 
i,gn t1qn OI , , , 
B 0. 00500 +0. 00240 to -0.00165 .... 0.0101 to .. o. 03o4 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
0.0100 
0. 0150 
0.020 
0 . 040 
0.060 
0.100 
... 0.000$00 to .. 0. 0140 ~0.00695 to .... 0.0278 
-O.Oo425 to -0.0218 -0.0106 to - 0. 0304 
~0.00915 to .0.0240 -0.01?6 to -0.0304 
... 0.0229 to - 0 . 0790 ... 0 . 0212 to -0.0610 
-0.0320 to .... 0.0750 -o. ot~6o to ... 0.1 
... 0.0739 to .... 0.11;' - 0. 0870 to .. 0.130 
Iu all or the eases ttldied 1 t was assume that the temper ... 
tUl"C coefficient of r ct1v1 ty of the ro tor w s zero. 
In most of the runs, the 1nd1v1du 1 re et1v1ty ter ot 
e ch sl b as neg t1ve. ThG only exception wer in run B 
23 
in which cas , due to th small value of co~pl1n, , s ver 1 
of the r et1v1ty te s were po 1t1ve. 
tot l or eight ampl1 iers er~ requir tor sol in 
Equ t1ons 23 , 2 , 2; nd 26. The wiring d1agra us~d r 
shown in Fi . • Tb ttpiier. t1on of' 8 ~ tim - wa 
p rtormed using the ten turn potentiol!leters which re prov1d 
on the co putctr . Th "I lue of 8 K by which N w s. ti lied 
should have be n prep rtlon 1 to t e potentiom ter setti • 
It w s found how · ver tha·t th t al output rro th s 
ot ntio t rs wns not l:tn ar d th th dial s tt1n du to 
c1re 1 t lo ding; t e:refor a ca11br t1on curve w s d tor ned 
ro .. eac potent1o ·~:r nd us~ r r converting d1 l r d1 
to o K. 
Th value of components nd potentiomet r setting r 
listed in. T blo 6 in Appendix c. 
Th nor l p~ocedur used during co puter operation 
vor a ollowst 
(l) Tho d .sir v lue of o( w t bli h by dju tin 
p t~ntio ters 12 nd 13B. 
(2) The valu of.' ( c5 1<}1 and ( c5 K)2 wer . t bl1sh by 
etting th t o ten rn p tent1o et rs . 
(3) The initial ocnditions were set on mpli if'rs 2, 
3 t 8• and 9. Th 1n1 ti l condi t1ons of tf1 and 2 
~er . establi hed by arbitrarily p1ck1n~ on tenth 
or eh1n unit or ten volts as th st rt1n 
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Wiring diagrams for step inputs of reactivity 
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1 vel. ~he initial conditions of c1 nnd c2 were 
dot r. fnt"d rrom '.Equat1cns 25 and 26 tor u111brium 
conditions. Tha initial conditions of N1 and R2 
wer usually set tor n1 e u l to N2• 
(4) The ·nu.al tarting sw1 tch, the A sw1 tc:?h 1 wa$ 
op ,ned thereby starting the prcbl.em. 
(5) The signals from apl1f1 r 2 nd 3 were r corded on 
t~o channul Bru h recorder, 
(6) The p:robleln was allowed to run unt11 thP. output 
frc.m amp 1f1ars .2 and 3 appro hed 80 volte. 
(?) The A swi t b w s closed stopping the problem. 
Th'" re etiv1ty term for reg1on 2, 8 K2 , w s held const nt 
nd 6 Ki was v r1ed over range or values until reactor 
periods from 15 to 100 seconds wore obtained. cS ~ was then 
reset to a different value and the above proeed re re eatcd . 
Xho items 0£ primary inter st 1n this pr bl m were the 
a1ymptotic p rtod tor e ch al b and th& rel tionship betw en 
N1 and 12 atte~ tho initial t~ ns1ents due t~ th tep inputs 
of reactivity had di appeared. 
lt w found thnt to obtain constant reactor periods an 
eon tant relationships between N1 nd N2 1t was neeess ry to 
make a tri 1 :rnn tor ea h eond1tion atu ied . Frem this trial 
run, the r tio of 111 to 1q2 after the transients had died out 
w s stabl1shod . The 1111t1al conditions on amp1.1t1 rs 2, 3, 
B, and 9 wer(i) then re et to correspond to this r tio. Re-
26 
setting the initial con 1tions t those ne v lu s w s quiv-
lent to changing r nge , and it w found that dur1n~ the 
econd tri 1 the asymntotic P""riods or both 1 bs w ... e the 
am. and the ratio 0.1. J;1 to 2 remained approx! tely constant . 
Sinusoidal V r1at1ons of th Couplin Constant 
he s.eond pha e of th tudy ·as th deter:ninnti not 
the 1' <pon;;. of the r ctc:r to a sinusoidal r1at1on o th 
coupling betwaen regicns . The sinusoidal variation us w 
or the "orm 
0( = °"o + Oft sinwt (27) 
wher 
o<0 = steady state coupling term 
o<t = mplitud ot inuso1dal eompon nt of the coupling. 
;i;he v lues of OI 0 , 0"t nd the ratj.o or N1 to N2 used tor ch 
run er hown in Tab1. 2 . 
table 2. Valu s ot par t r u ed in the 1nuso1dal varia-
tion of coupling 
I - L 
0 
p 
Q 
1 . 00 
1 . 00 
1 .. 00 
1.00 
1 . 20 
0 . 013; 
0.0155 
0 . 0175' 
0 . 0200 
0 . 0155' 
nge ot of t 
0 . 00100 to 0 . 000300 
0. 00100 to 0. 0003 0 
0.00100 to 0. 000300 
o.o 100 to o.oo 300 
0.00100 to 0.000300 
JA'.a.ximum 
rr qu ncy 
U§ed 
1 . 00 ep 
20, 0 cp 
.oo c s 
1 . 00 cps 
20. 0 cps 
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The form of o( ssumed for this 'Or would pprox1 t 
that wlich wculd be obtain 1 ,h rea tivity os ill tor 
pl. c in th~ ·raphi t re ion bat-'11 ·en t e ccr t s. It is 
visualized t hat this ose111 tor would consist o!' a rot tin 
cadmium pattern ~hich would hav th~ ef ~ect of v ryin th 
reactivity couplin b twe n sl b in sinusoid l nner bout 
some sta dy state v luc . 
W1 th th introduction of 0( a$ a fUnct1o of t1 e, qu -
tion 23 nd 24 no long r hav con t4n t co tr c1 nts. Th 
t o pressions conta1n1n O< N1 nd ex N2 1nvo1 v th ul ti-
pl1 cat1cn cf two terms ~hi h re th tun ticns of tim • 
~heref'or , the mechanic 1 servo ... mul tipliers wor u 
in these products. 
t ob-
Th ddi t1ons to th cire its rcquir ·d to dc1 t 1 re 
shown in Fi ure ; . Th, xpr ss1on for 0( w s bro n up into 
two t.)rms; the product ~0N1 and Oc'0N2 being obt inGd s in 
th step 1np t ca o, and the e q>T ssions o1t• 1 sinwt nd 
ofti2s1nw bein obtained from the ervo-multipli r . ~h 
valu s ot omponent nd potentiom · er setting are iv n in 
'able 7 in Appendix c. 
It w s desired to ob 1n the :r ons . of thE sy t to 
frequencies of o cillat1on varying from 0. 01 cycle per second 
tc bout 20 cycles per s ond . Th· r p nse or th mechanic l 
multipliers us d was limited to about 1 cy le per co d so 
it w s ther fer n cessary to tim. sc la the re tor kinetic 
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equations to obtain th~ responn .. of th reactor system to 
tr quencies bov~ y e per ~ .!!end. '.I'h~ ti s ling u e 
ha to b. such that the nalcg cc put~~ so uticn ia slo1ed 
do i\ln in time. The relationship b t men cc .. puter tim and 
real time .tas chosen as 
) = 20t 
where 
)" = co p tor t1m 
t = eal time. 
(28) 
The rel a tionsh1p between derivatives 1n real t!m nd computer 
time is 
au s.tU 
dt t: d ,..... dt • 
For this ease 
~c 20 dt 
nd ther fore 
~:: 20 ~~. 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
ubstitntion cf Lquation 31 into F~u ti ns 23, 24, 2; n 26 
yields 
dN ~ = 370N1 c&rol' .. 2 . 1~1N1+ 2. oc1+ 370°'42 ( 2) 
C33> 
(34) 
30 
(35) 
It can be en fro~ Table 2 th t runs I, J, , t, o, nd 
P wer carried out to n eycl ~ ""!' .oond ut runs nd Q 
w re t ken to twenty ycles per s cond . The time l 
eq at1.ons w-r used tor the latter two !Jes only. 
The value of the ste dy st te coupling tor (°'o= o.o ??) 
used in runs M anA Q 1 the alu t at has b en det rmined 
fer th UTR-10. Thi value of Of 0 w ~ d~te 1ned by eon-
sid r1n the deere se in re ctivity of cne 1 b if 11 ot th 
fuel is removed rrcm the op osit re ion n rep! ced by 
gr ph1 te. Th·· extr fuel r quired to make the in le slab 
critical ean be relat o to th equiv lent reaeti i t y con-
tribut d by t e oth~r r ion tro 1 
cSRK 
A M = o. 36 (36) 
wh ro 
A M = 1ncre se in fuel 
M ; original criti 1 m ss . 
This qu1v lent reaet1v1ty is qual to th eouplin~ eoef-
t"ici nt 0( used in this work . Inherent 1n this is the 
pt1on th t reactivity ( S K/K) an b used interch n bly 
1crews, R y F. Mount in View t Californi • Priv t$ 
co un1e t1on to Dr . Gl nn M rphy. 1959. 
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w1 th c5 K since ~ , the coupling constant, is an equivalent 
o K rather than cl K/K. This assumption 1s v lid if Keff is 
approxim tely equal to one. 
The values of the time dependent coupling term, ott, 
ehosen for this study vere based on work at Argonne n tional 
Laboratory (5) . !his seemed to be a r asonable range of 
v luea for the mplitude of oscillation of eoup11ng that 
might be obtained frc,m a react1v1 ty oscillator pl eed in the 
graphite between cores. 
Ramp Inputs of Reactivity 
The :response of the reactor to n ramp input of rea<?t1v1ty 
into one of the core regions was the third case considered. 
The form of the input used was 
(37) 
where 
(c$' K)0 =initial reactivity or the region 
Y' =rate ot reactivity input , CK/sec-1 
t = time , see. 
This form of react1v1ty input corresponds over the linear 
range of cS°K versus rod position to the case when a control 
rod is withdrawn from the :reactor . By adjusting the term 
d K0 the rod withdrawal can be started with the re ctor 
critical or subcritical; both eases were consi dered here. 
The UTH- 10 has four rodsr t'Wo safety rods , one shim rod 
32 
and one regulating rod. Houever , tho start-up sequen e is 
interlocked s that the two safety rods must be C(.lmpl tely 
withdrawn from the eore before either the shim or regul ting 
rod can be moved; that is, only the shim and regulating rods 
can be moved when the reactor 1s critical or nea:r cr1tioal. 
For thi re son the rod withdrawal rates and total rod worth 
eonsideroo in this work were those rc:r the regulating rod 
and th shim rod (2). The data for theae rods are listed in 
Table 3. Tho primary item of interest in this study was the 
Table 3. Shim and regul ting rod data 
Control roa 
Regulating 
Shim 
:lfaximum reactivity input :rate 
0.000100/sec 
0.000450/see 
Total worth 
0 .. 00200 
0.00800 
deterndnation of thll effect o:t flux tilting on red et:fective .... 
ness, Th d$gree of flux til tint at the time rod \'li thd,.awal 
is started is determined by tho value ot 5 K0 for the region 
from which the rod is being withdrawn and also the valu of 
& K for the cppos1 te region •. 
To study this effect it was neeeasary to solve the re ... 
actor kinetic equations tor the required reactivity values 
ror each slab tor various ratios of N1 to n2• Xhis was done 
for just critical conditions. The methods uoed for solving 
the equations are presented in Appendix • The initial eondi-
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tions on amplifiers 2, :;, a, and 9 were then set to correspond 
to the ratios of N1 to N2 obtained. 
Introducing the reactivity as a runetion ct time reisults 
in kinetic oqu:ltions which ocntain terms whieh do not hav• 
constant coefficients. It is ·therefo:rG necessary to use the 
servo ... mult1p11ers again to obtain the product 6 Ki times N1• 
This product ~as divided into two t~rias; ( &' K)0 N1 which was 
obtained by using tho ten turn potentiometer; and Y- tM1 which 
was obtained rrom the setvo•nrult1pl1ar. The term (a K)2N2 
(a K2 was constant) was also obtained by using the ten turn 
potentiometer. The additions to the wiring diagram for this 
work are shown in Figure 6. Compon(tnt values and potenti-
ometer setting are given in Table 8, Appendix c. 
An integrating empl1f1e:r was ttaed to gen$J>ate the ramp 
input signal which was fed to the servo~multiplter d1fferenc 
ampl1t1er . The amp1i.f'1cation factor on th integrating 
amplifier was adjusted to give tho desired reactivity 1nput 
For the cases in which the ramp input was started with 
th$ reactor subcri t:tcal a source tenn was included !n F.qua-
tion.s 23 and 24. 
Th coupling term vas held eonstant at 0.015; ror all 
of these studies. ~he values ot ( 8 K)0 , ( c) K)2 , Y- nd the 
rnt1o or N1 to N2 tor each run are listed in Table 4. 
-IOOV 
Figure 6. 
-IOOV 
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AMPLIFIER MOTOR 
Yt 
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FOUR QUADRATURE 
POTENTIOMETERS 
d1tions to the cotmuter to obtain ramo input of reactivity 
~' f';" 
Table 1+. Parameters used in ramp i~put 
•llll Reactivit) input Source Heactor Ra~e of Range of (Nl/N2)0 
designation rate ( S K /sec term condition { o K)l-0 ( 0 K)?-O 
B {l-6) 0 .. 000100 0 critical ... 0 .00780 -0.00?8 0 .. 500 
to to to 
.. 0.0310 -0.0310 2.00 
c <1-6) 0.000100 0.300 sub-critical -0.00800 ... 0.00800 0.500 
achlne to to to 
un1 ts -0.03l8 -0.0318 2 .00 
D (1-6) 0.000100 0 .. 300 sub-critical -0.00850 -0.00350 0.500 
machine to to to 
un1ts -0.0337 --0.0337 2.00 
E (l-5) 0 .. 00045 0 .. 300 sub-critical -o.ooa;o ... Q.00850 o. 5'.00 
machine to to to w units -0.0337 -0.03~7 2 .00 V\ 
F {l-6) O.OOOh5 0.300 sub-eritical - 0.00800 -0 .. 00000 o.;oo 
machine to to to 
units - 0.0318 -0.0318 2.00 
G {l-6) 0 . 00045 0 critical -0.0078 - 0.0078 o .. ;oo 
to to to 
-0.0310 ... 0 .0310 2.00 
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1 mp Input with S1nusoidal Variations or Ccupl1n· 
The response of th reaetor to a ramp input of rea ti vi ty 
with the reactivity oscillator running was invest! ated, 
The same values of & Ka' S K2 , and Y"' that were used in 
the prev1 us work we:re used hflre. Tho steady state eou:pl:ing 
w s held -eonstant at o. 0155' and the amplitude of osc1llst1on 
was fixed at 0. 000500. This was done for several d .grees of 
flux tilting and oseillator frequene!es . The valu s of th 
p rameters used tor each run are listed in Table ;. 
Th compute,_. wiring die.gr ms for this cper t1on W·re th$ 
combined circuits used 1n the oscillator study, ramp study 
· nd step input case.. A separate diagram for this is net 
shown. 
Table 5. Param ter used in x·amp plus sinusoid l input 
Run Frequency of Other conditions 
ge§1tniat1Qll . 2&1S:1l 1 ta tion ' . 
B (7-24) 0.0600 to 0. 500 cps Same s listed i.n Tabl 4 
c (7 .. 24) o.0600 to o.;oo eps Sam as listed in Tahl 4 
D (6&7) 0 .. 500 cps Same as listed in T ble 4 
E (6-20) o.0600 to 0 . 500 cps Same as listed in Table 4 
F (7 ... 27) 0.0600 to l.OO eps SaJtHl a8 listed in TablP 4 
G (7 ... 29) 0.0600 to 1.00 cps Same as 11stGd 1n Tabla 4 
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N'AL~~ IS OF DA£A fl.If!) PiiJ:SFMTATION OF HESUL~S 
The data obtained during th investigation were in the 
form of recorder traees which showed t,he var1at1ons w1 th time 
of the average neutron densities in the two regions of the 
reactor . The methods used in reducing these data are outlined 
.in this section, antl the final reduced data are presented in 
forms wb1oh are more meaningful than t he original record d 
resul t s . 
Step Inputs of Reaetivity 
The voltage s::tgnala from aplifiors 2 and 3 which cor ... 
re ponded to n1 and N2 respectively were recorded . Typical 
results, which are for runs 50 1 251> and 40D , re hewn in 
F'igure 7. In the case of r n ~D the r tio Q " the t p input 
or r eactivity into region 1 to that into re ion 2 was ueh 
that the neutron flux was tilted with the hit?h side 1n slab l . 
Thi resulted in a ratio of N1 to N2 of l . 45. Run 2;n il-
lustrates the behavior with no flux tilting CN1 = n2>, and 
r 400 illustrates the eondition with the flux tilted in n 
oppos1 te sense to that or run 5n .. 
The ratio of 1 to N2 and stable roaetor period were 
taken froo tho computer traces . The reaetor period was ob-
tained from the following equation. 
(38) 
..?igure 7. 1'yp1cal oomputor :results fQr step inputs 
of reaot1.vity increasing t:tnso to the left 
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where 
c neutron den ity et time, t 
N0 = neutron d ens1 ty at time, t 0 
'r = reactor period. 
IJ:bis rel t1onsh1p pplies to th· p :rt of th curve 1her th 
r actor is on st ble pericd, nd 1 t was therefore n ce sary 
to pick 1 and li0 st points along th curve where this ondl-
tion (pur ly axponenti l rise in power) existed . Sin e nd 
0 wer u~ed as a r. tio it was not n cessary to convert 
maehine variables to th actual variables.. ~h ratio or N1 
to N2 in the two slabs was obtained from the portions ct thE! 
curve wh re the stab... r cto:r p~riod exist • Agnin, inc 
a ratio w-s used 1 m chine variables were used rather t n 
th actu 1 variable • 
It w s n ces~ary to m ke ver l erosswplots or th 
original data to obtain the data required for plotting th 
final desired curves. Th f1rst urve consisted of plot 
of ra ctor period v rsu o K1 with o ~ held const nt s 
par et r. typical s t of curves is shown in 1 ur 8. 
/ 
Tho data obt 1ned from those eurv s were used to plot th 
cnstant period contcur lines or Figures 11, 12, 13 nd 1 • 
d1t1onal cross-plotting wa r quired to obtain the n c s ry 
information for plott1n~ the const-nt neutron density lines 
s own on these figures. 'l'ho ratio of N1 to n2 vas plotted 
versus reactor period vi th 0 ~ held constant. A typ1eal 
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set of curves is shown in Figure 9. The r tio of N1 to N2 
was plotted versus o ~ for constant reactor perio s or 15 
and 100 econds. Thi is shown in Figure 10. These data 
wera obt ined from Figur 9. Using this l tter set of curves 
it was then possible to pick off points of integral values 
of N1/N2 for points along the eonst nt period lines. In sum .... 
mary, three d.ifferent plots of th'J computer d ta were re ... 
quired to obtain the data needed to plot the cu:rves of 
F1gur e 11, 12, 13 and 14. 
In Figures 11, 12, 13 and 14 reactor period is shown as 
a function of <S K1 nd cS ~· Each set or curves ia for a 
constant valu. of the coupling constant. The curves shown 
ar typic l or thos obt ined from the cases studied. Thes 
eurves sho~ the effect of individual slab reactivity on the 
stable r actor period nd also upon flux tilting. 
Sinusoidal Variations of th~ Coupling Constant 
Typic l computer results , which wore obtained from runs 
45m and 38 , are shown in Figure 15. Run 45.m illustrates 
th behavior of tho twc regions with no flux tilting 
nd run 38Q illustrates the behavior with the flux tilted 
so that the steady stat value or N1/N2 was 1 , 20. The 
strip chart marked c5 ol presents a record or the signal 
from the follow~up potentiometer of the servo-multiplier. 
This signal w s proportional to the sinusoidal component or 
6 a= 0-0050 
0 
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the coupling 1 h1ch was put intt' tho contp ter .. 
The phase sh1ft between the input Of and output d' n1 and 
cS9 n2 and the mplitude of the neutron densit1 curve in each 
slab are shown on the strip chart. Xhe data f~om these 
chart ver~ used. to make the Bode ploto shown in Figures 161 
l?, 18 nd 19. 
A Bode plot shorts the relationship between the lo arit 
or the ratio of the amplitude of the outp t to the mplitude 
of the input (calle-d the gain) t n1/°" or N2/ot 1n this e s , 
and the frequency of the driving function. In tho ee of a 
line r system th frequency of the out ut is the sa o s th 
input with a phase hirt bPtwe n ou put and input . This 
ph e hift as a runet1on or frequency ts lso hown on a 
.Bode pl t. Tho gain is usua.lly plotted in un1 ts of deeib ls, 
a decibel being defined as 
b - 0 ontggt d ~ 2 10S10 input • (39) 
In the ease of' a Bodo plot ot a reaetor tr nsfer f nc-
tion, the decibel gain is usu lly normalized to the p11 tude 
ratio for 1 cps.. This was done 1n this ease; the ain was 
found trcm the exprea ion 
1mn. oytnD:S. 
d"' _ 20 1 f!L'ltl ... input 
\J .... • 0 10 c a~p. su.tny\) 
amp. input ) 
.. (40) 
r = l cps 
~his means that the amplitude curve pass s throu h zero a1n 
at l eps. The gain is shown in Fi~ures 16 and l?. 
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Tbe phase shift is shown in Figures 18 nd 19. The 
phas shift is the ang e that th outp t leads or 1 g the 
input. In the cases co sider d here th· output 1 gs th input 
ov r ths . ango of fr u noies ecns1dered . The pha 
o, ~as d ter1~ined from 
h1tt, 
wh r 
.... B (3600) c (41) 
A = number of h rt d1v1s1on measur from so c mmon 
r ference to the ximum of utron density curve 
B ~number of chart d1V1$1Cns measur-d fro th me 
ecmmon ref ren t tbe maximum of th ecupl1n 
cu:r-v 
C = number of chart divisions for 360 degr-es . 
Th Bod plots of the rea tor transfer functions u 1ng 
uations ?7 and 78 which ar derived in pp•:mdix B :ra also 
shown on 1 ur s 16 t 17, 18 nd 19. Equations ?7 nd 78 w re 
expand d and numer1cnl values ore sub tituted for th ymbols . 
The equ t1on for no flu.x tilting b c mes 
(42) 
W1 th i;_01n20 equal to 1. 2 the transfer tunetion fo,r e eh 
region is different and th follcw1n equations r sult 
57 
(44) 
For purposes of calculations the Laplace oparator S was re-
placed by j c,v . The symbol CA.> r presents tho frequency of 
ose1llation of the coupling.. Values of W were assumed and 
the resulting gain and phase shift were calculated. 
For all eases the gain was normalized to the g in t 
l cps. 
Ramp Inputs of Reactivity 
Typical curves obtained for shim rod withdrawals are 
shown in Figure 20, Run l·G illustrates the behavior of the 
two regions during shim rod withdrawal with no flux t1lt1ng 
present at the beginning of rod movement. Run 4-G shows the 
behavior with flux tilting present; th0 initial value of 
N1/N2 being 2. 00. The high side is 1n the region from which 
the rod is being withdrawn. Run 6~G illustrates th behavior 
with th flux tilted the other way; the low sid in th region 
from which the rod is being wi thdr wn. The curve marked & K 
. 1s the r corded a.ignal from the follow•up potentiometer of 
th servo-multiplier which was proportional to the reactivity 
input to the computer. 
The data were taken from tha strip charts and replotted 
in the foI'lll shewn in Figures 21, 22 and 23 . The relative 
neutron level in each region N/N0 was plotted versus 8 K 
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introduced into the reactor. Figure 21 shows tha bebn.v1or of 
the two regions during :regulating rod withdrawal with various 
de~rees or flux tilting present at th beg1n.n1ng of' rod move-
r.wnt. Figure 22 shows the:t behavior during shim rod withdrawal. 
All of the eurves sho..,,,n in Figures 21 and 22 present the b~­
havior when the reactor is just cr1t1eal at tho time rod 
movement is started. (ThE! maximum power le<V~l attained during 
rod withdrawal 1a greatest for this condition.) Figure 23 
illustrates the baha~ior wh~n rod movement iG started when 
the reactor 1s subcritical with a source present. 
The ratio of N/N0 was obtained from the recorder traces 
where N0 is the initial neutron d ens1 ty at the time rod with-
dra.wal was stsrtoo and n is the instantaneous neutron density. 
Ramp Input with S1nuso1dal Variations ot Coupling 
'IyPieal resulta obtained rrcm the computer are shown 1n 
Figure 24. The curves or this figure show the reactor be-
havior during shim rod withdrawal with the o.se1llator operat-
ing. These data were net replotted ae it was felt that th 
e!'!ects of the oscillation or coupling on reactor behavior 
could be observ~d frcm these original recorded data . 
Figure 24. Typieal computer results for ramp 1nput with 
sinusoidal variation of coupling 
• 
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DIS USSION OF RESnLTS 
The response of' the tr.rR-10 reactor to val"ious types of 
reactivity d1sturbances hns been studied. The purposes cf 
thin section are to interpret the results that have been ob ... 
ta1ned with the purpose in view of nswerin" the following 
questions. 
1. How do the tv."O core regions of the :reactor respond 
to step 1nputa of reactivity~ 
2.. lhat is the eft ct of changing the eou.pling inter-
action bet~e~n core regions? 
3, Is the response of the r actor to sinusoid 1 varia-
tion 1n coupling s1gn1f1c ntly different than the 
commonly accepted frequency response or sing! 
region reactor? 
4. How does flux t1lt1ng atf~et control ro \rorth? 
5. what :ts the combined effect of coupling oscillation 
and ramp input of reactivity? 
Step Inputs of Reactivity 
Typical results obtained from the omputer re shown in 
Fi "ure 7. In run 5'D the high side of t e tilted flux: was 1n 
region one, in run 250 the flux '.Was not ti.l ted and run 400 
the high side was in region two. Both re ions of th re ctor 
exhibit the same stable reactor period and after establishment 
of this stable period the ratio or N1/N2 or ¢ 11 ¢ 2 remains 
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constant . Th rat.io of' N1/ri2 or ¢\ I ¢ 2 ean be different 
than unity, that is u."'l.der certain cond1t1.ons flux tilting 1 
:possible. Thie means th$ power level in one region would b 
different than in th other . Practically , flux t11ting could 
develop as a result of variations cf control rod positions 
on ~ach side or the r aetor. The UTR-10 has on~ sar~ty r Od 
nd the shi rod adj cent to on slab nd the other saf ty 
rod and th regulating rod n.ext to the other slab. :Ourin 
normal operation the reactor 1s op~rated with 'both saroty 
rods complet~ly vithdrawn so therefor$ the $him nd regulat• 
ing rod are the only rods uhicb can urreet individual sl b 
reaotiv1 ty. For example ; .suppose the reactor is operating 
with the regulating rod rully withdr wn anr! the shim rod 
part1 llY inserted. Thia would have the effoct of c using 
the co bined multiplication factor for th two regions to be 
differ nt , resulting in flux tilting. Ficur 11 illustrates 
that extreme :flux tilting conditions are possible if the 
diffflrenee betweon the two slab reactivities is reat enough . 
The effect of changing the value of the oupling inter-
action bntt.foon regions can be seen by comparing Fi ures 11, 
12, 13 und 14. '!hose re typical of those obtained fo:r tho 
r ns of lues or th~ coupling t~rm that were considered . 
Decreas1n· the value of tho coupling ccnstant me~ns physi c lly 
that the two regions are mor~ loosely oupled . D ere sing 
the degree 01' coupling between regions eauses the flux t11 t-
6S 
ing be®vior to be m.or·~ sensitive to a givtin reactivity change 
than the more closely ecupled case, for example oompare Fig-
ures 11 and 14. This 'behavior seems l'<'Jasonable because the 
larger the value of the coupling the ~ore closely the two 
r~g1ons should behavo as a single region• and the more loosely 
coupled the mor('+ 1ndElpe.ndtmt their babavior. The etfeet ot 
variations or coupling on reactor bGhavior is sur.'lmari.zed in 
Figure 25,. Data were taken from Figures 11, 12• 13 and 14 
to obtain these curves. 
The coupling interaotion betweEI!ll regions could be varied 
in several ways; by increasing or decreasing the sGparation 
distance batween regions, by introducing an absorber into the 
region botv1een the core tanks or by changing the tt10derat1.ng 
ma tca:>ial between the r•gions. Since the spae1ng distanee 
between the eore tanks il'l the mn-10 ie fixed. the first 
method of changing ccupling 1s not possible. A stringer is 
located in the graphite b~tween the core tanka; 10 it is 
possible to introduce an a.bsorb~r into the l'$gion. The ef-
teet or tho absorber on ooupling would have to be determined 
experi:mentallf ii but it would be a tunction of the neutron 
absorption cross soetion and quantity of the material intro-
duced. Since a decrease in coupling, between regions results 
1n an ovGrall decrease in tho reactivity of th~ system no 
safety problem should result. The effect of coupling on re-
act1v1 ty ean b~ seen from FigUl'e 2;. The more loosely 
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Figure 25. Effect of coupling on reactor period 
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coupled system requires the larger individual slab reactivity 
(smaller negative number) for a given reactor period. There-
fore, decreasing couplinP- decreases the overall reactivity 
or the system as pointed out above. Replacing the graphite 
'1·1 th some other moderating ter1al ~ould require structural 
changes ana probably a separ te hazards analysis so this 
change would certainly not be significant durin routine re-
actor operation. 
In summary, 1 t has been shol-m that the two core system 
exhibits a single stable p riod, bUt flux tilting is possible. 
Changing the value or the coupling inter etion affects the 
flux tilting tendency of the system and the effective re-
activity of tho overall system. 
Sinusoidal Yariati ns of the Coupling Constant 
Fi~ur s 16, 17, 18 and 19 are llQde plots of the open 
loop frequency response of the reactor to sinusoidal varia-
tions of coupling. Th curve of Figure 16 is for the condi-
tion of no flux tilting during oscillator operation and 
Figure 17 presents the response with flux tilting present, 
N1 equal to 1 . 2 N2• The general shape of the gain curves 
is similar to that normally obtained for the open loop 
response of a single region reactor driven by a sinusoidal 
variation in reactivity, for exa pl see Schultz (29, p. 45). 
Operation of the oscillator with flux tilting present · 
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results in slightly diff~rent frequency responses in the two 
slabs. ~he gain of each region is identical over the frequency 
range trom approximately 0.04 epo to 1.00 cps. Below o.o4 eps 
and above 1.00 cps the gain ct each region is slightly d1f-
teront.. This dif!crenee in gain ls less than one decibel 
over the range of frequencies considered. 
The phase shift curves of Figures 18 and 19 with the 
flux tilted and with no flux tilting p:resont are similar. 
The phase= sh1tt is slightly different in the two regions when 
the flu."'<: 1s tilted. The d1ffereneo 1e not more than three 
degreos over the trequency range trom 0.01 to 8.00 ps. Above 
this :range a larger difforenee results, however the theoretical 
equations indicate that the phase shift for both regions ap-
proacbes ... 90 degrees at h1gh frequencies and also at low 
rrequsno1 s. These curves ar similar to that obtaine<l tor 
a single region 1·eactor. 'Xhe output (neutron density) lags 
the input (coupling) and in all cases the lag angle is 1 $S 
than 90 dogreea. 
It was fcund th~t results obtained when other values of 
the steady state coupling and other amplitudes of oscillation 
wore used wex·e not sign1f1c!lntly different than the results 
shown. 
The open loop frequency response 1 with or witbou·t flux 
tilting, of' the two slab reactor has been shctm to be similar 
to that normally obtained for a .single region reactor. '!he 
?2 
phase shift and gain re cssenti lly the some as that ob-
tained for the usual c SE?. No unusual behavior which would 
present a satt~ty proble seel!'ls 11ke1y. 
Good agreement tween computer r sults and the theoret1eal 
tr nsr er functions, Equa t!ons 2, l 3 and t.,l+, were obtained . 
Ramp Inputs or Reactivity 
The ettect or flux tilting on control rod effectiveness 
can be observed by considering Figu~es 20, 21 , 22 and 23 . 
Figur 20 pr sonts resUlts whieh are typical of those ob ... 
tained from the computEr . Figure 21 illustrates the b~hav1or 
during reg1 lat1cn rod w1 thdraw i. Tho rod was re!11oved fro 
the region in wh1eh the· neutron dens1 ty is designated as N1 • 
~h curves shown illustrate the b~havior under thre condi-
tions; fl U..'"{ in1 t1al ly t11 tfKI w1 th tho h1 gh side in th reg! on 
frcm which the rod is be1ng w1thdr ~n, no flux tilting 
1n1 t1al1y prt:!s .nt at be ginning of rod movement, and the flux 
initially tiltnd With the low side 1n the region from which 
the ro 1s b · ing withdrawn,. Ficure 22 presents similar condi-
tions fer shim rod w:f thdraw 1. In both cases rod movement 
w s st rted ~1th the reactor just critical . Fi ure 23 il-
lustrates tho behavior durine shim :rod withdrawal with the 
reactor subcr1t1eal with a source pres~nt at the time or rod 
mov~t:,nt was started. The cond1 tion resulting in thE: most 
rapid incr ase in po~or ~vel is with the flux initially 
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tilted with the high side in th© region .from -whieh the rod 
is being withdrawn. 
It is evident frcm these re-sul ts that .flux tilting ean 
!'feet the apparent worth ot the rod . For example , i n Figure 
22, it can be seen that if shim rod 'Withdrawal is started 
when the neutron flux is tilted with the high si de in the 
region !'rem 'flhich the rod is being withdraw, an inerea.se of 
power of' approximately ten is obtainE,d , wharoa.s if the flux 
1s t11 tad the other way an inc:reasn of about two is obtained . 
In mogt eases the power level of tho region opposite the one 
from which tho rod is being removed lags. This is to be 
expected sinec the rod being moved affects the reactivity of 
the adjacent region , and it is only through the coupling 
interaction that the rea<:t1v1ty of the opposite region is 
increased. 
As discussed by Baldwin (4} :t.'"lux tilting can affect 
control ro•.l calibration; the use of the normal 1nhour equa-
tion for a tuo eore system can result in erroneous red worth 
data . Th1s is illuat:r.ated b7 the- d1scuss1on which f'ollows. 
The usu 1 procedure used in rod calibration consist or main-
taining the reactor at a constant power level and then with-
drawing a rod a gi van amount. 1.1.'he :resulting reactor period 
is then determined and related tc tho reactivity worth or 
the portion or tho rod moved by using the inhour equation. 
Figure 26 presents a plot of reactor period versus reactivity. 
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This curve was obtained from the inhour equation u!ing UTR-lO 
data.: 
whe:rt') 
cS K = reactivity, Kerr-l!Keff 
.fl ::: neutron. 11.fnti et a c 
1" = r . etor period, aoe·1 
Kt•f'f ::: effective tnttl tiplioation factor 
{3 = delayed nsutron fraction 
(45) 
)... = decay constant for del y~ n utron precursors, s~c-1 
Sup.ose tor purposes ot 111ustr1tion that a rod 1 r .moved 
from the reactor reaul tin 1n a 5'0 s~eond p~rtod . Ua1n · the 
inhour curve of Figure 26 the pparent reactivity worth ot 
the 1 .ngth of rod mov dis 0. 00130. Thi~ v luo can b ccinpared 
with the worth predicted by eon idering th~ two oor yst m. 
Th saumpt1cn. is mad~ that cS K and. re ctivity ar qual tor 
th following di cussion. Suppose that rod movem<".nt was 
stnrtoo with no f ux t11tinf; pre ent~ it can th n b· s~ 
from .Fig r 27 tbnt the predicted rod worth for 50 second 
pEf iod 1 0.00240 (po1nt A). If rod movement is tarted with 
t ux t1lt1n present, say N1/N2 equal to 0*600, the predicted 
rod worth is o. 00380 (point B). With the f1 ux ti 1 tefi th , 
other way 1th N1/N2 .. qual to J.40 the predicted worth is 
.00180 (point C). Th S(a .ses serve to 1 d1 atP that p riod 
lone is not sutfieient to esta.b11.sh rod worth in the two 
• 
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core system. Due to flux tilting the aetual rod rth can 
b quite different than that predicted by the inhou.r equation. 
·ven with no flux t1lt1n initially present th rod worth as 
pr dieted by the 1nhour equation is in error . If the r tio 
of neutron fluxes in the tvo r gions is known, one c n us 
a curve similar to th t or Figure 27 to determine rod 'Norths . 
Fi.uro 27 ean be thcught or as an equivalent 1nhour curve 
tor the t-wo region system and Equation 52 in Appendix A as 
an equivalent inhour equation. 
In summary, flux tilting has a strong effect on rod 
worth. The err .ct of a control :rod is much reater 1f re-
moved from the hi h flux region than if removed rro the lcw 
flux region. Bod cal1br tion data can be in error 1£ th 
normal inhour equation is used to relate reactor per1od and 
reactivity" In other words, the effect cf flux tilting must 
be taken into account -when considering rod wor t h. 
Ramp Input with Sinusoidal Variations of Couplin~ 
XYPicnl results of this phase of tho study are shown in 
Figura 24 . The offeet of oscillator oper t i on during rod 
movement may be observed by comparing the results shown 1n 
those :figures with run 40 or Figure 20. Only data ob-
tained during shim rod movements are shown since these 
data were the most significant ot all of the conditions 
studied. 
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Fo~ purposes of illustrRtion eons1der ~un 40 of Figure 
20 which is for ramp input only t .~nd co:npnre this w1 th runs 
16G; 22G, 26G and 29G of Figure 24. It is apparent that no 
significant power oseillations :result until a frequency of 
O. 50 cps is :reached. It 1.s also noted th,1t the atnpli tude 
of oscillation incre ses with 1ncreasi.ng power level. This 
would be expected since the gein of a reactor transfer f'une-
t1on is propol'tional to the st~ady state neutron level. 
The effect of flux tilting on power level reached during 
rod withdrawal is comparable to the behavior v1thout the 
oscillator running. Tha woJ:>th of a rod loeated in the 
h1gh flux region is greater than the rod located in the low 
tlux side~ Flux tilting results in different amplitudes or 
oscilla'tion in the two regions. 
In summar"'J, it h::i.s b~en shc>'wn that oscillator opel"Qtion 
during eont:rol rod movement :results in power osoi11at1on or 
increasing amplitude with inereas1ng power level. Flux tilt-
ing resul ta in an in •rease of the amplitude of the power 
surges. It is felt that these results indicate that it would 
be good operating proeedure to use tho oscillator only when 
the reactor 1s operating at a consta..nt pow·e:r level. 
Degree or Flux Tilting in the UTR-10 
The effects of flux tilting on control Tod worth and on 
reactor behavior have been d.iscussed ~ The eonclusions reached 
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are valid 11" no 11mitst1ons are placed on how control rod 
are positioned or on the exces re ct1vity placed in the core. 
The purpose of this sect on i to discuss how the a u 1 red 
worths and reactivity 1n the cor limit the ount of flux 
tilting that can bed velop d . An att mpt 1s mad to n wer 
the question, how significant is flux t1ltin in th UTR-10? 
F1gur 28 pr s nts rod e 11brat1on curves o t 1ned t 
the time of initial re et r startup tor the sh1 nd r ulat-
ing rod of th U'I'R-10. As po!nted out previously , the s f -
ty rods are completely w1thdr wn f om the core durin op ra-
tion so th r.tore th 1r affect on tlux tilting will not b 
consider d. Th rod calibr t1on curves shown er d ter in d 
by the usual ethod or relstin~ r ctor period to excess r • 
activity through th inhour equation. It is assu for this 
discussion that the eff cts of flux tilt1n on the rod 
curv is a second order ffect so therefore thes rod orths 
are assumed to be correct for any value of flu tilting. 
'l:h excess reactivity or the reactor was establish 
o. 49 per cent at the time of initial st rtup . R ferrin~ 
to igure 29 it can be en that ror just eritieal condition 
and tor a flux r tio or w1ity , 
·ach r g1on i subcr1t1c 1 by this a ount. It 1s assumed 
thn t 6 K and rea t1 v1 ty can b us Gd 1nterch ng bly in th1 
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Fi ur 28. Control rod l1br t!on urv s for th 
UT -1 r actor 
discussion. Ir 1 t is assumed that the excess. reacti11i ty, 
o.49 per cent, 1s divided ~qual.ly bet-ween the two regions , 
the excess reactivity of each r gion 1s 
( O K)1 = ( O K)2 =. 0 .015; + 0 . 0024; 
= - 0.0131 • 
The two extreme operating conditions possible ara; the regula -
tion rod completely insorted in tho core or the regulation 
rod completely withdrawn. It is assumed that the regulating 
rod is adjacent tc region one and the shim rod is adjacent to 
region two. Consider first tho case with th regulating rod 
ccmplet ly inserted. 1he total regulating :rod worth from 
Figur 28 is 0.00164 so tberef'ore region 0110 would have an 
excess reactivity o! 
( b K)1 = ... 0 . 0131 • 0.00164 
== - 0.014?. 
This value 1.s located on Figure 29 on the <6 K)1 axis. The 
required reactivity of region two is, reading from the curv , 
-0.0164. Therefore the shim rod must be inserted until the 
worth of the rod put in 1s 
(~ K)2 = - 0.0164 - (.0.0131) 
::: - o .. 00330 • 
Referring to Figure 28 it can be seen that about 58 per cent 
of this rod wculd be in the eore. The total negative re ... 
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activity dd·e to the core is 
0. 00330 + 0. 00164 
= 0.00490 • 
just the unt r quirF<d to handle the exr s re et1 1ty of 
the eor • 'Xh so two r activity value ( .. 0.0164 an -o.o 47) 
loe tc point 1 on F ;ur 29. 
Consider t e se nd c · se •d th the re t.lla ttn.~ rod ~o -
lotely with rawn. T a ~xeess r aet v!ty r r io. one is 
(0 K)1 a .. 0. 013 • 
and this valu~ is loc ted on th ( S K)1 axis of Figur 29. 
'Ihe required reactivity for region t\tlo for eriti al ond1t1ons 
is ... 0. 0180 wh1oh me ns the him red wculd b inserted to dd 
-0.0183 - (.0.0131) 
• 052. 
This eans th him r.o would be bout 7 ' par cent in th 
core. These two valu s of r activ ty loc te point 2 on Fi -
ur 29. Points l nd 2 re r sent th .xtr m f'lux ti ting 
conditions pos ibl • Th possible op~r tin conditions r 
shown in the blceked in rea on F1gur 29. 
As can be se n in Fi r 29 the limited r ng of control 
rod worths fixes the mount of flux tilting th t c n b 
d v loped. 'l'he methcd u ed in pr 1ct1ng this opcr tin 
area re only pprox1 ate, but it is felt that this rocedur 
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can be used to at.'rive at n reasonable range of cperat1ng 
conditions or the reactor. 
Rf.If erring tc Fi;:ure 29 it ~an be seen that the ma:r.imu 
degree of flux tilting possibl is loss than 20 per cent. The 
high side cf the flux profiltt occurs in the :r gion adjacent 
to the re ula ting rod in all eri.tical eases. It is therefore 
not possible to pull t.e shim rod ·1th the f'lux initially 
til too •·1th the high s1d in regi n two. It will be :recalled 
that this procedure r.:;sul ted in tho "'i<!Ol.'St cond1 t.ion. For 
this reason 1 t is possible to rula out any unusual beha~1.or 
during ahim rod mov·ment and s!nee the worth of the regulating 
rod 1s quit low C ess than 0.2 p r cent) no significant flux 
tiltin -ffects shoul be observed. 
Within th scope or this 1nv st1g tion the followin 
eonelus1on em just!fi blet 
l. Flux tilt1n aeross the re etor is possib , how-
ever both cor region exhibit the same s bl r -
actor p riod. 
2. A deer se cf the ecupling inter ct1on bet n re 1ons 
deer sos the verall :reactivity or tho syste • 
3. The :respons of the reactor tc sinusoidal varia-
t1on of e·upling, wit or without flux t1 ting, is 
not s1 nificantly di reront than the r sponse of 
s1ngl regicn reactor to sinusoid 1 v riation of 
:reactivity. 
lux tiltin can ff ct the orth ot ontrol rod. 
lh apparent worth c n b uch greater if th rod 
is re oved from th high flux region rather than th 
low flux region. 
5. .od worth as pr d1cte usin th- 1nhcur equation can 
be in rror b <'·US or the non .... s p rab111ty of the 
time nd pac var1abl(-ls. P riod lcne is not suf-
ficient for predletin rod worth. 
• flu..~ ratio of unity ~1th th~ reactor critic is 
n v r tt in during normal operation. 'l'he at1o 
of ¢ 1/ ¢ 2 or N1 /l 2 v ries from approxi tely l. o; 
to 1.18 tor eriti l ccnditions. Bee us of' th1 
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limited range , flux tilting effects should not be 
significant. If operation with the safety rods 
partially inserted (not possible in the UT -10) is 
attempted, flux tilting could become more significant 
than it is under the present operating proeed·ur • 
7. The reactivity osc1llator shculd be cp rated cnly 
when the reactor is stabilized at a constant power 
level. Oper t1on during power level changes results 
ln power surges of 1nereasing amplitude with increas-
ing power level. 
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SUGGEST TOPICS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Several items that would be of interest for future in-
vestigation have resulted from this wcr k. The most obvious 
are: 
1 . Repeat some of this work , particularly the frequency 
r sponse portion, using mere than one group of delayed 
nputrons . 
2. Attempt to determine the degree of flux tilting 
experimentally. 
3. Experiment lly verify the frequency responses curves 
reported 'here. 
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APP'.ENDI.K. A 
Solution of the Tim Dependent Heactor 1 •. qi1ations 
Th otrod used r r sclv1n Equnticns 23 , 2i. , 25 and 26 
for the r -1 t1tmsl-1ips b tween 5 I<, and c5 K2 n th stab 
reactor period aret discus ed her • For purposes of elution 
1 t was ssuned that th relat1onnh1p between the de . endont 
vari bl s CN1 , ri2 , c1 and c2 ) nd t1Me wer . of th~ ro 
wher 
M _ 1';T t / 'T' 
4~1 - 0 10 
"v - N t/T ,1.'42 - 20 
C C t/') 
l = '10 
- . ti,.,... 
C2 - C20 > 
( 6) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
ti1 , N2 , c1 nd c2 :: neutron and pr .cur or cone en tr t1ons 
t -tim t 
I~10 , N20, c10 nd c20 = neutron and precursor one ntr ... 
tion~ at t 1me t 
'l'= reactor period 
t ;: tim • 
lhe r actor exhibits single st le p riod therefore th, 
periods in nations 46, 47, 48 and 49 are equ 1. Subst1tu~ 
ion er Equ· tions 46, ?, 48 nd 49 into Equ tions 23 , 2 , 
25 nd 26 yi lds the following r l ticnsh1ps b tw n 1 nd 
?l2 .. 
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r7. o x io3c cS K>1 .. ~ - 48.1 4!i-0!P1.oao31J 1~ <;o> 
L!: o.oaoo + ~ 1 
7. 0 l030c'N2 = 0 
o x io3( o v} ... _ 48. l + 48.0(0. p80l2J N 
2 ) o. 0800 + ~ 2 (5l ) 
+ 1. 40 x io3 o( 1 = o 
If 1 and N2 r not to ve tr1 1 l olutio , the · t X" nt 
formed by th oe£r1c1ent of 11 and N2 must equal a ro . This 
"" ults in 
Wh r 
AD-BC=O 
= 7.l+o x io3c o K)1 - ~- • + 
S=7. 0x1o3 0( 
c 7. t+o x 1o3 o< 
o = 7. l+o x 1o3c c5 KJ2 ... ~ - 48. 1 + .C48.ol(o,oso3J • 
. o. ooo + .,... 
( 5'2) 
For th Ju t eri tic 1 condi t1on Equ tion 50 nd ?l c n b 
olv fer c5 S. o 2 for vario s ratios .of N1 to u2 
N 
6 1S_ = .. ot l (53) 
N o~ = - 0( • <54> 
2 
Equations 5'3 and ;4 re u Gd to obt in tho r etivj ty v lu. 
for aeh region tor th . a p input study and for lcttin the 
ritic 1 contour lines of Figur s 7 and 29. ~u tion 52 
w u ed t plo the con t nt p ·rio~l conto r in or thes 
figures and Equations 50 ~md 51 wnre used to establish the 
eons tant neutron density lines . 
r-pPENDIX E 
Developruent of ~h Renctor iranst r Functi ns 
f cr the Tvo Cor Syst6m 
'l'he r actor transf r t"tmctions fer the two r re etor 
ystem ar d riv .d for a sinusoid 1 variati n or the coupling . 
Th equ tions to b'1 solvd ar~ 
(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
(5 ) 
Th symbols in thes quations have be n defined previo sly 
in th text of the the 1 • With the introduction of CV s 
function of t1m quations 55 nd '57 no l<mg~r have constant 
coefficients, a nee s ry ond1tion tor d<Welopin . tr nsf'er 
function. If mall excu.rs1ons of n1 , n2 and ~ ara assuttt 
these equ tions can be p rox1m ted by a ~et with const nt 
co •ffici ts . It w th~ref ore as umed th t 
nl = n10 + S nl ( 5'. ) 
~=~o+ S°2 (60} 
QI ot ... ocY (61) 
0 
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cl = C10 + cS' c1 
C2 ::: C20 + 6 C2 • 
(62) 
(63) 
Tb ymbols with the aero subscripts represent th st dy 
state values rul the d lta terms represGnt the s all excur-
sions. Substi tut1on of fquat1on$ '56 and 58 into Equation 
55 nd 57 results in 
(64) 
(65) 
By making th r placement that 
~ g£__n 
dt :; dt . + ~· = 0 + dt (66) 
nd substituting Equ. tions 59t 60 and 61 into rqu tions 64 
and 67 yields 
(67) 
(68) 
where t erm containing products ot delta tcnns were dr pp • 
When the osc111a tor is in tht'~ m an position the r -actor is 
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just or1t1cal ~nd ther~rore 
(69) 
(70) 
Taking the Lap! ee transforms ot Equations 56, 58, 67 and 
68 substituting 
results in 
d~C). = f3j~ • >&;;l 
d:£~2 "~ - >«2 
D1v1sion ot l';quaticn 73 by dQ-' (S)n10 and Equation ?4 by 
d 0((8)~0 results in 
(71) 
(72) 
(74) 
(?;') 
(76) 
wh re R was subst1 tutoo for zi10tN20 and OF:.ilA end SK2/~ 
we,re replaced \'>Y . 0"0 /R tnld -~!\ respG?ct1vel1 .. 
r~quat1cns 75 and 76 eonta1n the two tre.ns:f0:r runet1ons 
S n {d) o ~(S) 
n10tex (s) and naoS'°'-' tsJ which can be obt ined by eans or 
d tarminants, as 
(77) 
Rob R .. .:f'"' 12 
= -~-)-+-~-~-+-~-f-s-~1\-)_] ___ cx_J< __ • {?8) 
ROI f: 0(. R _$A ] -r ~+ r+~ 
Equations 77 and 78 arP the transfer functions for the two 
core re ctor l;)ystem. i1 th no f'lux tilting ( , = 1) th t o 
-qu tions re identic l, with flux t1lt1n~ the two equations 
are different. 
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APPENDIX C 
Cot""ponont Valu nd Potentiometer Settings 
T ble 6. Step inputs of renetivity 
Component Po ent1ometer Set tin 
n 1. 000 M~gohms 2 A o.485 
b 0.100 M gohms l~ A v riabl 
c l . OOC te ohm 1.0 A o.48 
d 0. 100 Megohms 2 B 0. 373 
0.999 M!igohms 4 A l . 00 
t 0.999 M ";Ohms - -
0. 100 l{ ohms 6 A 1.00 
h 0. 100 ·ie ohms ... .. 
1 10. o6 M ohms 8 A o. ,10 
j 10 .. 0; .e ohms 8 B o.soe 
Ir ~ 1 .• 000 Megohms 3 A o.4a; 
1 0.100 M ohms 13 B variable 
m i.ooo irohms ll B o.482 
n 0. 100 M gohGS 3 B 0. 373 
0 i .ooo Mebohms ; B i . oo 
p i.ooo Megohms -
q 0.2;3 e ohms 7 B l . 000 
r 0. 2;3 M ohms -
10. 0? Me ohms 9 A Of>A04 
t 10.04 Me ohms 9 B 0.801 
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Table 6. (Continued) 
Component 
u 
v 
Val e 
0.01007 H!erofarads 
1. 0036 Microfarads 
Potentiom ter 
w 0.01005' Mierof r ds 
x 0. 9969 Microtarads 
Table ?. Sinusoidal v riat1ons or coupling 
Component Value Potentiometer 
a 0. 500 Megohms 11 B 
b 0 . 500 Megohms 1 A 
Table 8. Ramp inputs of reactivity 
Component Value Potentiometer 
a 0. 500 Megohms 15 A 
Set tin 
-
... 
... 
Setting 
0 . 502 
0.502 
Setting 
0 . 502 
